In the present paper, we introduce a numerical scheme for the price of a barrier option when the price of the underlying follows a di usion process. The numerical scheme is based on an extension of a static hedging formula of barrier options. To get the static hedging formula, the underlying process needs to have a symmetry. We introduce a way to "symmetrize" a given di usion process. Then the pricing of a barrier option is reduced to that of plain options under the symmetrized process. To show how our symmetrization scheme works, we will present some numerical results of path-independent Euler-Maruyama approximation applied to our scheme, comparing them with the path-dependent Euler-Maruyama scheme when the model is of the type Black-Scholes, CEV, Heston, and ( )-SABR, respectively. The results show the e ectiveness of our scheme.
Introduction
In nancial practice, the pricing and hedging of barrier type derivatives become more and more important. In the Black-Scholes environment, some analytic formulas are available (see Merton [13] ).
If the underlying process is a di usion process which is more complicated than a Geometric Brownian Motion, it will not be able, basically, to rely on anymore an analytic formula. Instead one should resort to some numerical analysis. There is a problem, however, arising from the path-dependence of the pay-o function. Gobet [5] pointed out that the weak convergence rate against the time-discretization gets worse compared with the standard path-independent pay-o cases due to the failure in observing of hitting between two time steps. He showed that the weak order of Euler-Maruyama approximation is 1 2 , which is much slower than the standard case where the order is 1.
In the present paper, we will introduce a new numerical scheme where the pricing (and hedging) of barrier options are reduced to that of plain (path-independent) ones. The scheme is based on an observation made by Carr and Lee [2] which we will refer to as "arithmetic put-call symmetry" (APCS). In the Black-Scholes economy, it is well-recognized that the reduction is possible due to the re ection principle (see Imamura [10] ). The put-call symmetry is an extension of the re ection principle, with which a semi-static hedge is still possible.
There are two keys in our scheme: (i) For a given di usion and a real number , we can nd another di usioñ which satis es the APCS at (see Section 2.3). We call this procedure "symmetrization". (ii) For > 0, the expectations E[ ( )1 { > } ] and E[ (̃ )1 {̃ > } ] coincide, where and̃ are the rst hitting time at of and̃ , respectively. We do not anymore regard the equation as a formula for semi-static hedging but just a relation to calculate the expectation of the di usion with a Dirichlet boundary condition in terms of those without boundary conditions. In other words, the pricing and hedging are reduced to path-independent ones, where many stable techniques are available. In this paper, we will present some numerical results of path-independent Euler-Maruyama (EM) approximation applied to our scheme, comparing them with the path-dependent EM scheme under Constant Elasticity of Volatility (CEV) models (Cox [3] ) including as a special case the Black-Scholes (BS) model, and stochastic volatility models of Heston's (Heston [8] ) and ( )-SABR (Hagan, Kumar, Lesniewski and Woodward [6] , Henry-Labordere [7] ). This paper consists of two parts. In the rst part, the discussion of our new scheme is concentrated on one-dimensional di usion models, while the latter part deals with applications to the stochastic volatility models. Mathematically, the rst part is somehow self-contained, while one may think the latter part to be dependent on the result in Akahori and Imamura [1] . The fact is that we have found, in advance of Akahori and Imamura [1] , through numerical experiments how it should be applied to stochastic volatility models (see Imamura, Ishigaki, Kawagoe and Okumura [11] ). Anyway, the main aim of the present paper is to introduce the new scheme and to report numerical results which show some e ectiveness of the scheme. In order to ensure the consistency of the experiments, we present detailed descriptions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the APCS and how it is applied to the pricing and the semi-static hedging of barrier options. In Section 2.2 we give a su cient condition shown by Carr and Lee [2] under which APCS holds. In Section 2.3, we introduce a way to "symmetrize" a given di usion process. We then show that by using the symmetrized process which satis es APCS, the pricing of a barrier option is reduced to that of two plain options. In Section 3, we give numerical examples under our approximation method. The results of the path-wise EM scheme (in Section 3.1) and our new scheme are given when the underlying asset price process follows CEV with the volatility elasticity = 1 which is nothing but a BS model and other elasticities. From Section 4, we discuss applications to stochastic volatility models. The symmetrized method is also applicable to the stochastic volatility models where the underlying price process and its volatility follows a (degenerate) two-dimensional di usion process. In Section 4.1, we give numerical results under Heston model and -SABR model. In Section 4.2, we show that the symmetrization scheme also works for the pricing of a double barrier option. One will nd that our scheme overwhelms the path-wise EM in all numerical results.
The put-call symmetry method for one-dimensional di usions . Arithmetic put-call symmetry Let be a real valued di usion process de ned on a complete ltered probability space (Ω, F, P, {F }) which satis es the usual conditions. For xed > 0, we say that arithmetic put-call symmetry (APCS) at holds for if the following equation is satis ed:
for any bounded measurable function and ≥ 0. The APCS at is alternatively de ned to be the equivalence in law between − ∧ and ∧ − for any ≥ 0 and stopping time with = .
Intuitively, the APCS means the following. For every path of which crosses the level and is found at time at a point below , there is a "shadow path" obtained from the re ection with respect to the level . The shadow path is above this level at time , and these two paths have the same probability. For one-dimensional Brownian motion, APCS holds for any > 0 since the re ection principle holds.
In Carr and Lee [2] , the APCS, or more precisely, PCS¹, is applied to the pricing and the semi-static hedging of a barrier options. Semi-static hedging means a replication of the barrier contract by trading European-style claims at no more than two times after inception. In more detail, we have the following: if satis es APCS at , then for any bounded measurable and > 0,
By APCS of , we see that
Hence we obtain the following equation:
Of equation (2.2), the left-hand side reads the price of a barrier option written on , whose pay-o is , knocked out at , and the right-hand side is the price of a combination of two plain-vanilla options.
Here is a description of the hedging strategy of a barrier option implied from the right-hand side of (2.2): (1) Hold a plain-vanilla option whose pay-o is ( ) if the price at the maturity is less than , and is nothing if the price at the maturity is greater than . Moreover short-sell a plain-vanilla option whose pay-o is (2 − ) if the price at the maturity is greater than , and is nothing if the price at the maturity is less than . .
APCS of di usion process
Let be a solution to the following one-dimensional stochastic di erential equation (SDE) driven by a Brownian motion in ℝ:
Here we assume the following hypotheses: (H1) : ℝ → ℝ and : ℝ → ℝ are two locally bounded measurable functions such that the linear growth condition is satis ed, i.e., for a constant , | ( )| + | ( )| ≤ (1 + | |) for any ∈ ℝ. (H2) The following condition is satis ed:
is integrable in a neighborhood of . 
4)
for a measurable : ℝ → {−1, 1} and
then APCS at holds for .
Proof. By the uniqueness in law, it is su cient to show that ( ∧ − ( − ∧ )) ≥0 solves the SDE (2.3). By the assumptions (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain that
We set
we obtain that ὔ is a Brownian motion (cf. [9, Chapter II, Theorem 6.1]). Therefore we see that
Hence APCS at holds.
. Symmetrization of di usion processes
We introduce a way to "symmetrize" a given di usion to satisfy APCS. By using this symmetrized process satisfying APCS, the pricing of a barrier option is reduced to that of plain options. We start with a di usion process given as a unique solution to SDE (2.3). We do not assume that the coe cients have the symmetric conditions (2.4) and (2.5). We then construct another di usioñ that satis es APCS at in the following way. Put̃
and consider the SDE
Again by Theorem 2.1, there is a unique (in law) solutioñ . Then we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.3. It holds that
Proof. Sincẽ and̃ satisfy conditions (2.4) and (2.5), APCS at holds for̃ by Proposition 2.2. Then (2.2) is valid for̃ . Moreover, by the de nition of̃ and̃ , we have ( ) =̃ ( ) and ( ) =̃ ( ) for > . Therefore by the uniqueness in law of the SDE, we have that { } ≤ = {̃ } ≤ pathwisely. Then we see that =̃ , wherẽ = inf{ > 0 :̃ ≤ }. Hence we have
.
Important remark
We do not anymore regard (2.9) as an equation for semi-static hedging but a relation to give a numerical scheme to calculate the expectation of the di usion with a Dirichlet boundary condition in terms of those without boundary conditions. The former is very di cult while the latter is rather easier by using rapidly developing techniques from numerical nance. In the following sections, we will present some results of numerical examples to show some e ectivity of the new scheme.
Numerical experiments for one-dimensional models . The Euler-Maruyama scheme
Here we brie y recall the Euler-Maruyama scheme for a di usion process given as a solution to SDE (2.3).
where := for 0 ≤ ≤ , and we denote this net by △ . The Euler-Maruyama scheme is a general method for numerically solving (2.3) by a discretized stochastic process which is given by
and for < < +1 , is given by an interpolation. The approximating process ( ) is simulated by using independent Gaussian random variables for the increments (
We rely on the following result. From now on, in addition to (H1) and (H2), we assume that and are piecewise continuous.
. . Path-wise method
Since the convergence is in the space of probability measures on continuous functions, we see that this algorithm can also be used to simulate a path-dependent functional of the process; in particular, ( ) { > } , where is a (bounded) continuous function and is the rst hitting time de ned by (2.1). The functional is approximated by ( ) { > } , where := inf{ : ≤ } is the discretized rst hitting time to . Then the
is approximated with a Monte-Carlo algorithm by: Method 1 (Path-wise EM scheme). Consider
By the law of large numbers, (3.2) converges to E[ ( ) { > } ] as goes to in nity. Moreover, as the index of the net △ goes to in nity,
According to Gobet [5] , the following convergence rate was given. 
. . Put-call symmetry method
Let̃ be the solution with coe cients̃ and̃ given by (2.6) and (2.7), and let (̃ ) be the discretized Euler-Maruyama process with respect to the net △ . Namely, 
As goes to in nity, (3.3) converges to
By the weak convergence of , (3.4) converges to
as → ∞. However, we do not know the exact rate of convergence in this algorithm since the coe cients are inevitably non-smooth at .² The numerical results in the next subsection, however, may imply that the convergence rate of put-call symmetry method is better than that of the path-wise EM scheme. To prove this conjecture would be a very interesting mathematical challenge.
. Numerical results
In this subsection, we give numerical examples using Method 1 (path-wise EM method) and Method 2 (put-call symmetry method) under the Black-Scholes model and other CEV models. Let us consider the value of a barrier call option with strike price and knockout barrier .
. . Black-Scholes model
The underlying price process of the Black-Scholes model is the unique solution to the SDE
for , ≥ 0. Then the value of a barrier option is accurately-calculable since the joint distribution of Brownian motion and the hitting time of Brownian motion to a point is computable by using the re ection principle. Table 2, = 0.5, = 0 in Table 3 and = 0.5, = 0.02 in Table 4 , respectively. In the PCM, we symmetrize the two functions ( ) = and ( ) = at . The number of simulation trials is set to be 50,000,000 when the number of time steps for the Euler discretization is less than 5, and otherwise the one is set to be 10,000,000. The errors in the last two columns are calculated by EM(PCM) − true option price true option price .
One sees that, in the experiments, the put-call symmetry method always beats the path-wise EM method.
. . CEV model
Here the underlying price process is a solution to the . Tables 5-6 are simulation results for down-and-out call options with EM and PCM. In the experiments, we set the parameters to be 0 = 100, = 95, = 90, = 0.75, = 0.45, = 1, and = 0 in Table 5 and = 0.02 in Table 6 , respectively. For the CEV model, we do not have an analytic formula. So, as a benchmark, we used numerical results by the path-wise Euler-Maruyama scheme where the number of time steps for the Euler discretization is 5,000 and that of a Monte-Carlo simulation is 50,000,000. Note that since we are calculating the prices of down-and-out call options, we do not need to care about the singularity at = 0 in the SDE.
Put-call symmetry method applied to stochastic volatility models
In this section, we slightly extend the put-call symmetry method to apply it to stochastic volatility models which are described by a two-dimensional SDE. Theoretical backgrounds of the extension is given in Akahori and Imamura [1] .
A generic stochastic volatility model is given as
where and are mutually independent (one-dimensional) Wiener processes, . Here we simply assume that and are su ciently regular (not so irregular) to allow a unique weak solution to (4.1). The independence of against plays an important role in applying our scheme. In fact, thanks to the property, we may simply work on the symmetrization with respect to the re ection ( , ) → (2 − , ). Let us be more precise. Let ( , ) be a twodimensional di usion process given as a (weak) unique solution to the SDE (4.1), and let be the rst passage time of to . We say that arithmetic put-call symmetry (APCS) at holds for ( , ) if
Mathematically, we rely on the following result from Akahori and Imamura [1] . Proposition 4.1 (Akahori and Imamura [1] ). If the coe cients satisfy the conditions
and let̃ be the unique (weak) solution to
where is the solution to (4.1). Then, it holds for any bounded Borel function and > 0 that
where is the solution to (4.1) with 0 > .
We omit the proof.
. Numerical results on single barrier options under stochastic volatility models
In this subsection we give numerical examples of the price of a single barrier option under Heston's and SABR type stochastic volatility models, using a numerical method based on (4.4). The Euler-Maruyama scheme of the solution to the SDE (4.1) with respect to the net △ = { 0 , 1 , . . . , } is given by The underlying price process of the Heston model is given as follows:
for , , , > 0 and −1 ≤ ≤ 1. Then the symmetrized path̃ is constructed as a solution to the SDE
where is the solution to the SDE (4.5).
The underlying asset price of -SABR model is described as and −1 ≤ ≤ 1. Then the symmetrized process̃ is given by the SDE
where is the solution to the SDE (4.6). Tables 7-10 Table 7 . Heston (single). Table 9 . -SABR (single). 
In formula (4.7), the left-hand side is the price of a barrier option, and the right-hand side is an in nite series of the prices of plain-vanilla options. It means that a double barrier option can be hedged by in nite plain-vanilla options. Practically, the series should be approximated by nite terms. In our numerical scheme, however, nite sum approximation is not necessary as we will explain later in Remark 4.5.
We give a numerical scheme of a double barrier option under stochastic volatility model by using the symmetrized process which satis es APCS at + ὔ ( ∈ ℤ). The scheme is summarized as follows. Proposition 4.4. Set 9) and let̂ be the unique (weak) solution to
where is the solution to the SDE (4.1). Then, it holds for any bounded Borel function and > 0 that
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.3. (the right hand side of (4.8))
(the right hand side of (4.9)) .
Therefore the put-call symmetry method is available for the pricing of a double barrier option. Table 11 and Table 12 Table 12 . Benchmarks are given by the same setting of Section 3.2.2. Table 11 . Heston (double). We still see that the put-call symmetry method beats the path-wise EM.
Concluding remark
The new scheme, which is based on the symmetrization of di usion process, is, though not theoretically, experimentally proven to be more e ective than the path-wise Euler-Maruyama approximation scheme. The scheme is also applicable to stochastic volatility models including Heston's and SABR type.
